LG North America
1 | Ensure the DIP Switch Settings on ASM are in the appropriate positions according to the
installation choices below.
2 | Connect the cables between the MediaHub SL, ASM and LG display according to schematic
shown for your installation choice.
3 | Plug the power supply into a wall power socket using the correct plug for your country.
4 | Power ON the TV and configure the TV settings according to the
model-specific requirements below.
5| After all menu settings and AV connections are done, power cycle the TV to lock
in settings.

Special Notes:
LG TVs RJP protocol shares the PC Audio input
with the AV1 input. Therefore, no need to
connect the PC Audio cable connection to the
TV.
Use the RJ45 male-to-male cable for the RJP
connection.

For LG hospitality displays implementing legacy RJP protocol (recommended)
Follow cable connection diagram below.
ASM DIP Mode: Not Applicable, ASM supports RJP protocol in any DIP setting
Configure TV Menu Settings: With LG remote control, enter the menu by
pressing <MENU> at least five times, until TV no longer responds, then press
<9>, <8>, <7>, <6>, <ENTER>. Ensure the following is selected:
Item 040 CAMPORT = 00
Item 093 RJP AVAIL = 1

The RJP port draws enough power for the ASM.
Therefore, no need to connect the ASM’s USB
Power In.
Be sure the ASM DIP Switches are set to the
appropriate positions:
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For LG hospitality displays using the LG Serial Control Port
Follow cable connection diagram below.
ASM DIP Mode: UP-UP-DWN-DWN
Configure TV Menu Settings: None required.

Special Notes:
TeleAdapt recommends using the RJP
connection for all LG TVs. However, some recent
LG TV models (2011 and newer) may not
support auto-switching to the Composite AV In,
VGA and PC Audio sources. Serial connection
is recommended for these TV models.
The ASM Installation Kit contains three RS232
cable options. Use the appropriate RS232
connector for your LG TV (male DB9 or female
DB9).
The Serial port does not draw any power for the
ASM. Therefore, a power connection is required
for the ASM’s USB Power In. The TV’s USB port
can supply power to the ASM, even if it is
labeled “Service Only.”
Be sure the ASM DIP Switches are set to the
appropriate positions:
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